
Having Fun on the Internet

Parti :Text Moshing

We've been doing this for years. And we usually do it solo, but it can be a great group activity.

Firstly, you pick a chat room which has a large

population (sexy adult chat rooms can be

especially fun), but not to large. Depending on

the language you may use, we suggest that

you use your judgement in v/hether or not you

text mosh in chat rooms with younger people.

Especially fun can be the very serious chat

rooms frequented by role players or goths,

actually, any group of people that take them-

selves or what they are doing very seriously

(and by this, we don't mean these people are

without humour, but that they are very serious

about what they do in the chat room, or about

how you should perceive them. . . stuff like that).

More on this later.

For now, how to text mosh. If you mosh, you

may have a slight advantage. Probably not

though. Being able to type fast is handy, as is

having a good imagination (that probably rules

out most people, but don't worry, this isn't a

sport, it's fun. You'll get better).

Let's start with a quick example of a fictitious

round of text moshing.

Enter the chat room, any chat room.

The instant you arrive in the room, you start

'text moshing'.

It could go something like this...

Sordid Zine enters the room

User69: Hi Sordid

Sordid Zine plows into User69, launching

himself up onto everyone.

UserX: Hi Sordy

Sordid Zine crowd surfs and kicks userx

User69: Hey! Settle down.

User=): then we just laughed and went back

to the shops

Sordid Zine drops back to the floor, knocking

user=) to the ground

and on and on it goes.

The key is to just keep typing, as most people in

chat rooms spend a lot of time reading, and most

people can't type very fast.

Now, you may be thinking that this is all a bit

violent, or mean. Some of you may even say it is

trolling.

We say it isn't any of those things. It's just text.

People can ignore you, and you certainly aren't

hurting anyone or being mean. Of course, words

can be powerful, and if you were to start typing

horrid things at people, we would say that is

trolling. But certainly not text moshing, because

text moshing is about freedom and liberation,

and as such is more akin to a war on terror.

Whilst saying horrid things is just destructive and

pointless, and as such is more akin to a war on

terror.

The best thing about text moshing is that i's fun!

Try it if you don't believe us. The people that are

bothered by it are taking things too seriously.

We usually do it until, as there usually is, there is

a fair amount of general complaint in the room,

at which point we apologise. Usually with

something like... "oh, sorry, thought this was a

gig.", to which you could add, if questioned

further, "Because there are so many of you

packed in here, we thought this was a gig." Then
we log out.

Of course, you don't have to do it that way. In the

past, we always thought that was funny. Will all

know that jokes may be funny once or twice, but

the time comes when it's not funny any more. So
come up with your own idea, or just go until you

are kicked out or banned. (For more on that, keep

reading.) Actually, we hope that by publishing this,

text moshing will become a far more common
phenomena. We imagine the creation of specific

rooms for text moshing, with text moshing bots to

fill out the rooms (which, if you think about it,

would be really easy to create, imagine a text

mosh chat room filled with text moshing bots, so

beautiful). Special commands to trigger the band



bot or dj bot to announce a specific song, and

everyone just going crazy. You can imagine the

text sweat, the text bruises, even the text bouncer

bots occasionally getting high on their authority,

and smashing one person at random and causing

significant text harm.

See, you are seeing how good this could be,

right?

Now, an important thing to remember is that there

is such a thing as mosh etiquette. Mosh etiquette

should definately be applied with "text moshing",

because it's polite, and it is funnier. Mainly

because it's funnier {fucl< being polite, respect

where and when it's deserved). Smashing people

in text is easy. Smashing them to the ground, and

then heaving them back onto their feet is far more

amusing. It is also strangely polite, and say what

you like about us, but we are polite (no, we aren't,

but we like to confuse).

Examples of appropriate mosh etiquette are, if

you text knock someone down, make sure one of

your next two messages is something like "Sordid

Zine pulls user=) back on their feet". Excessive

violence in "text moshing" should only be applied

to dickheads. An example is that someone is

saying something awful to someone, or seems to

be trolling, or says something awful to you. Well,

then you give them a "Sordid Zine drives an elbow

into UserKids back". Of course, who is a dickhead

and why, is up to you to judge.

{For more on "mosh etiquette", keep an eye out for

the feature in Sordid Zine)

Finally, important points.

Only type actions, chatting is not part of a mosh
{except when some less drunk person tells you

that you shouldn't be hurting people, and you

think about it and probably agree). How to type

actions varies from room to room. Often, you need

to scout out a room first, find the best room within

the rooms, the people you think it will be best to

mosh with {or at, as the case may be), and how to

type actions in that chat room (see the examples

below to see what we mean by actions, if you don't

know). Also, depending on your intent, you may
want to identify admin type users, so that you can

either avoid or encounter them as you please.

We also suggest that you do not speak until you

apologise and leave, or until you leave. If people

talk to you, just target your next action at them.

And most of all, remember, it's for fun!

With your education in mind, we set out to find

chat rooms where we could save the text, and

show you real examples, with real people.

So, what happened?

Two of our most committed contributors were up

for the task (there were three of us, but one of

us is very strange, and spent some of the time

buying a computer online, and then he just

disappeared). We found a chat room where we
could easily save the text (most chat rooms are

Java based, and the text can't be saved easily),

and entered to scout it out. As it was a "family"

chat room, our names were quickly censored.

In fact, one of us was even threatened with

expulsion for discussing, with someone else in the

room, someone else that started the conversation,

that our names had been censored.

Some good did come of this. We were private

messaged by someone that declared how shit this

place was because of the censorship. This turned

out to be a stroke of luck. We asked this individual

if he wanted to text mosh with us, and he did, and

he invited a friend of his to join us.

Now we were four.

Below is our first bout of text moshing. We enter

the room as Sordid96, SordidS, Sordid6616 and

then finally Sordid2\12. As you can see, our

attempt at a synchronised entry was quite poor.

We include here, some of the rooms chat before

we entered, just to give you a feel for the room.

Our lawyers want us to state as this point that any

relation to reality is purely coincidental, and that

all text chatting from this point is made up. Our

lawyers want us to say stuff like that all the time.

It is very odd, but they know their business.

User nice gut has logged out.

16:06 [gothic chic] pvt bushy?

16:06 [w/ater] hi sparkle .. how r u ?

User all has logged in.

User all has entered this room.

16:06 [Bahtsecks] ok bbw whatevery you say

16:06 [w/ater] hi ali

16:06 [ali] hi charley, fancy meeting you here

16:06 [Charlies Aunt] I send him e mails all the

time Charley it takes him months to reply, he has

always been a bit ???iflV



16:06 [sparkle] great ty water

16:06 [Charley] hi there aii....you have not drowned

your grandson i hope?

16:06 [ali] hi water long time no see

16:06 [Malott] hello all

User Bahtsecks has logged out.

16:06 [bushy] what is that gothic chic

16:07 [sparkle] great to hear water

16:07 [Clint] io sparkle have you played tennis and

had sweet&sour pork lately?

16:07 [ali] tricks are great thanks water and with

you?

16:07 [Charley] ahhh what is the word for a group

of angels ali. .a flock?

User Sordid96 has logged in.

User Sordid96 has entered this room.

16:07 [ali] hi sparkle

User SordidS has logged in.

User SordidS has entered this room.

16:07 [water] he he gothic chic .. ali is a girl

16:07 [water]! think

16:07 [gothic chic] oops

16:07 [adrian] {{{(((({(({(((({{hi sordid)))))))))))))))))

16:08 [adrian] big 69's to all

16:08 [gothic chic] sorrry alii

16:08 [ali] oh gothic chic i thought you knew me lol

16:08 [SordidS] crowd surfs

User Sordid6616 has logged in.

User Sordid6616 has entered this room.

16:08 [sparkle] maybe dint lol

16:08 [water] vg ty ali .. trick or treat ??

16:08 [ali] heaven Charley heaven lolo

16:08 [Malott] brb... nature break.. .lol

16:08 [SordidS] slams into water

16:08 [all] thats ok gothic chic

16:08 [SordidS] falls on ali

16:08 [Sordid96] jumps in air

16:08 water makes a mud pie

16:08 [ali] treat water

16:09 [SordidS] pushes sordid96

16:09 [gothic chic] waterrrrrrrrrrrrrr

16:09 [Sordid6616] farts

16:09 [water] easy on sordid8 ..

User rocket09 has logged out.

16:09 [Sordid96] punches sordidS into the ground

16:09 [ali] who fell on me Sordid

16:09 [SordidS] bleeds on water

16:09 [water] aw ali u sposed 2 say trick

16:09 [all] ok trick water lol

16:09 [SordidS] hangbangs wildly

16:09 [Sordid96] starts beated sordid6616

16:09 water gives ali a cheezle

16:10 [ali] thank you water

16:10 [Sordid6616] deficates on sordid96

16:10 [adrian] good water

16:10 [SordidS] slips in blood

--> ali *slap*16:10 [water]

User Sordid2\12 has 1^

User Sordid2\12 has entered this room.

16:10 [SordidS] cracks head on adrian

16:10 [ali] hey water why the slap?

16:10 [Sordid96] slips in the same blood as sordidS

and slams face first into the groud

16:10 [water] he he

16:10 [SordidS] kicks sordid2

16:10 [adrian] poons on sordid 8

16:10 [Sordid2\12] Step up of SordidS and tries to

crowd surf

16:10 [Charley] Sordids 1,2 and 3...I don not like

your names. ..please log out and come back with

something pleasant

16:10 [Sordid96] makes the pool of blood bigger

with feces in it

16:10 [SordidS] crashing into Charley

16:11 [water] that was a mud pie ali .. a trick

16:11 [Sordid2\12] grabs Charley and kisses him/her

16:11 [SordidS] elbows water

User bushy has logged out.

16:11 [happy virus] how did you bold ur words?

16:11 [Sordid6616]jumps on Charley

16:11 [adrian] starts mosh circle in sordid 12'sface

16:11 [Sordid96] gangs up with sordidS on Charley

User Sordid2\12 has been kicked.

User Sordid6616 has been kicked.

User SordidS has been kicked.

16:11 [water] cya sordidS

16:11 [happy virus] yo Charley, how did u bold ur

words?

16:11 [happy virus] oh

16:11 [gothic chic] ooooops not a gooooood idea

16:11 [Sordid96] is the last left

16:11 [happy virus] nvm
16:11 [water] he he urouta there

16:11 [Sordid96] kills everyone in the room

16:11 [adrian] punches sordid96

User Sordid96 has been kicked.

16:11 [gothic chic] pmsl

User secksinthebaht has logged in.

User secksinthebaht has entered this room.

User secksinthebaht has been kicked.

16:12 [Clint] well sparkel theres an old saying and

it go's "eat well, stay fit, die anyway." its not really a

good saying but i hope you can pull something good

out of it.

16:12 [water] uhoh

Okay, maybe that's not a great example of how to

do it. Notice how we displayed almost no etiquette.

Also, a number of possible taboos were crossed.

Such as defecating in chat rooms (generally

frowned upon), forcefully kissing people in chat

rooms (also generally frowned upon), and actions



such as those usually lead to other actions being

misinterpreted.

So, were we able to improve on that? Let's see.

We had another go. Again we include some chat

before we enter.

16:20 [Charley] shoot is an american derivative of

shyte malott?

User gothic chic has entered this room.

16:20 food tickles adrian

User Lii Miss Gorgeous has logged in.

User Lil Miss Gorgeous has entered this room.

User Lil Miss Gorgeous has left this room.

16:21 [water] defjeppard .. r u there

User food has logged out.

16:21 [Malott] wb gothic chic, missed you

16:21 [water] hmmph
16:21 [gothic chic] ty malott

16:21 [def_leppard] water yea im just bust atm soz

16:21 [Malott] a much more accepted term Charley..

lol

16:21 adrian kisses food

16:21 [water] ur bust ??def

16:22 [Charley] ohhhhh ok malott.. .tis the girl

guidesw version then?

User Lil Miss Gorgeous has entered this room.

16:22 [Malott] heheheeh.. charely... and accepted

by my father, lol

User Pastor_M has logged in.

User Pastor_M has entered this room.

16:23 [Malott] hello pastor_M

16:23 [Pastor_M] the pastor is back

16:23 [water] hi pastor_m

User Pastor_B has logged in.

User Pastor_B has entered this room.

16:23 [gothic chic] "whip' water

16:23 [Charley] ohhh ok maiott..was it soap and

water if you swore as a child?

16:23 [water] hmmmm
16:23 Pastor_M whip gothic chic

User Lil Miss Gorgeous has logged out.

User Pastor Zine has logged in.

User Pastor Zine has entered this room.

User Pastor_A has logged in.

User Pastor_A has entered this room.

16:23 Pastor Zine mosshe shard

16:24 Pastor_B gets ready

16:24 [Malott] yeup Charley... lol

16:24 Pastor_A jumps into circle pit

16:24 Pastor Zine siams into maloot

16:24 Pastor_M looks around

16:24 Pastor_Ahair flails

16:24 Pastor_B throws himself into pastor_m

16:24 [water] 'grr* gothic chic

16:24 [gothic chic] u like water

16:24 Pastor Zine pushes up onto the crowds

User defjeppard has logged out.

User defjeppard has logged in.

User defjeppard has entered this room.

16:24 Pastor_B makes him poor blood

16:24 Malott is confused by all the pastors. .lol

16:24 water makes some mud pies

16:24 Pastor_A grabs gothic chick and pushes

knee under leg

16:24 Pastor Zine surfs ontop of everyone

16:25 [Charley] Time we had a walk on the wild

side pastors

16:25 [water] that waz a mud pie gothic chic

16:25 Malott puts pastor_b in a head lock and

wrestles him to the ground. ..take that

User Pastor Zine has been kicked.

User Pastor_A has been kicked.

User Pastor_A has logged in.

User Pastor_A has entered this room.

User Malott has been kicked.

User Pastor_A has been kicked.

User Pastor_B has been kicked.

User Malott has logged in.

User Malott has entered this room.

User Pastor_M has been kicked.

User Pastor_B has logged in.

User Pastor_B has entered this room.

16:25 water stands up

16:26 Pastor_B jumps

16:26 [Charley] ooops sorry malott

16:26 Pastor_B thes to run

User Pastor_B has been kicked.

16:26 [Malott] i was wondering Charley

User Clint has logged out.

16:26 gothic chic falls on d ground ... water

16:26 [water] he he Charley .. itchy trigger finger

16:26 [Charley] just clearing the air

16:26 [sparkle] hi muggle

16:26 [muggle] hia sparkle

So, not much better, but at least the people in the

room got into it a bit more. We liked that the admin

person thed to us the dry wit of a hollywood action

hero before kicking us from the room. We liked

that Malott was also kicked out of the room by the

same, and apparently over zealous, admin.

Perhaps this is a lesson to spread your login

names out across the alphabet, and if possible,

have names very close to the names of people

already in the room. This could cause accidental

expulsion of innocent parties.

Was that all? Nope. We spent the next 45 mnutes

looking for another room, with people in, where we
could save the text. We couldn't find anything



suitable. Why did we look? Because the people in

that room were becoming increasingly used to us,

as is clearly displayed when, after find no suitable

room where the chat could be saved, when we
returned to the same chat room. {It is worth saying

at this point, that there are a great many chat

rooms out there, and visiting the same one is not

as much fun, in our experience, as bursting in on

unsuspecting strangers.) This is what happened

when we returned for a third time.

17:09 [GY1980] yes gothic chic i've added you

17:09 [samantha] I'm fine hexel. And you?

17:09 [susan] hi cross_me

17:09 [hexel] hello Cross_Me

17:09 [Cross_Me] Hi

User j xf has logged in.

17:10 [hexel] i'm great thanks samantha

17:10 [susan] hi jxf

17:10 [hexel] good to hear samantha

17:10 [sean-mann] ride my bike, go driving with

mates etc

17:10 [samantha] where are you from hexel?

17:10 [alan] hello GY1980 howdy M8
17:10 [GY1980] howdy alan mS
17:10 [susan] cool sean-mann

User] xf has logged out.

17:10 [hexel] planet earth samantha lol jokes hun

User jesus_is_satans_brother has logged in.

User jesus_is_satans_brother has entered this

room.

17:10 [GY1980]wt?

17:10 [susan] how u doing ty

17:10 [Reflection] righty-o

17:11 [alan] thats good hexel cause MARS is my
planet lol

User Cross_Me has logged out.

17:11 [hexel] 0.0.

17:11 muggle hands a large plate of hot chips and

gravy to Charley and dchick.

UserTy has logged out.

UserThe_Swastica has logged in.

UserThe_Swastica has entered this room.

User jesus_is_satans_brother is now known as

ineedtochangemyname

17:11 [hexel] lol alan, hi5 buddy!!!

17:11 The_Swastica is ready to pump
17:11 alan whats with the long names
UserTy has logged in.

UserTy has entered this room.

17:11 The_Swastica hits alan

17:11 [water] he he .. pita party

17:11 Ty jumps up and down
17:11 [susan] wb ty

17:11 [Reflection] wb Ty

17:12 [samantha] okay hexel.... thanks for the

laughs. I actually love comedy and find humor
very attractive in a person. So, good job!

17:12 alan ha ha well done admin

17:12 The_Swastica head butts susan and knocks

into ground

17:12 Ty run into Relfection

User ineedtochangemyname has logged out.

17:12 [sophie] g2g bye love ya all

17:12 [hexel] i'm from malaysia samantha, n u?

17:12 [Reflection] How are you Ty

17:12 Ty jumps of Reflection into susan and starts

crowd surfing

17:12 The_Swastica tries to go for more but slides

on wet ground

Userfukk_you_kunt has logged in.

User fukk_you_kunt has entered this room.

17:12 [muggle] cya sophie tc

17:12 [GY1980]omg
Userfukk_you_kunt has been banned.

17:12 [alan] bye sophie

17:12 [water] samantha .. have u seen "the mighty

boosh"?

17:12 [hexel] omg
17:12 [cookie] bye sophie tgc hugs

17:12 The_Swastica see's hot girl

17:12 [alan] I

17:12 [Reflection] Charming

17:12 Ty picks up Swas
17:12 The_Swastica tries to run but cant

17:12 [hexel] 2 pitas in the main room

17:13 [dchick] samantha if that happens again

please inform admin asap please

17:13 [alan] '^5 hexel

17:13 Ty pushes swas into dchick

17:13 [samantha] Oh, dear.... very small world

hexel. I currently live in IVIalaysia.

17:13 [sophie] really hexel who
17:13 The_Swastica likes wat happens

17:13 Ty elbows dchick

17:13 The_Swastica starts feeling up for more

17:13 The_Swastica knocks ty over

17:13 [samantha] water... I have not seen it...

Funny movie?

17:13 [hexel] o really? samantha, whereabout?

17:13 Ty kicks at the ait

17:13 dchick kicks ty

17:13 [susan] hi the_swastica

17:13 Ty takes the kick rams fist into dchick's face

17:13 The_Swastica runs around in circles trying

to keep concious

17:14 [water] it's a brittish comedy samantha ..

series .. very funny

17:14 [samantha] dchick... thanks. Will do. I'm

learning



17:14 [gothicchic] noughty ty!

17:14 Ty takles swas into samantha

17:14 The_Swastica nodsatsusan but then runs

over to dchick

17:14 [dchick] TY show some respecter urout

17:14 [Clint] ty thats a little fully on

17:14 [dchick] thats ok samantha

17:14 alan 2 clowns working in tandem and I will

put my money on DCHICK
User rahul has logged in.

17:14 [hexel] who is Ty actually?

17:14 The_Swastica picks up dchick

User Sophie has logged out.

17:14 Ty screams at gothic chick about how good

this band is

User rahul has entered this room.

17:14 [samantha] hexel... let's leave it a mystery

for now.

User rahul has been banned.

17:14 [susan] hi rahul

17:14 The_Swastica goes to alan and double

punches right in his face

17:15 The_Swastica fist starts to bleed a litte

UserThe_Swastica has been kicked.

17:15 [Reflection] Geez

UserThe_Swastica has logged in.

UserThe_Swastica has entered this room.

17:15 [water] dun let anyl get ur kicks 4 u ty

17:15 Ty grabs hexel's shirt and swings them into

the blood

17:15 [Clint] ty what is it a head band or a rubber

band

17:15 [hexel] kk, samantha...npniceto meet u

Fake Alert: People are not always who or what

they seem. Please be careful and guard your

heart always

17:15 alan see I rest my case first round to

dchick iol

17:15 [GY1980] what the? is it a full moon or

summit Imao

17:15 gothic chic hates screaming., so she ties

up ty n puts a dirty sock in his mouth

17:15 [dchick] behave and show some repect or u

r both out

15 [Reflection] True that

15 The_Swastica runs into reflection

15 Ty spits sock out

15 [samantha] nice meeting you too hexel

16 The_Swastica gets mad and takes reflection

17:

17:

17:

17:

17:

out

17:16 Reflection kicks The_Swastica up the arse

User welshjuggy has logged in.

User welshjuggy has entered this room.

User The_Swastica has been kicked.

17:16 A Happy Chap shakes head

17:16 muggle switches the music to britney

spears.

17:16 [hexel] I'm not in the mood to play thanks Ty..

in the blood? gosh that freaked ppis in here, fore

User Reflection has entered this room.

17:16 [water] reflection

17:16 Ty picks up sock and tears it in half, then ties

up gothic chick

17:16 [Reflection] ouch

17:16 [token] i once had a fist fight with 2 people in

here dchicks, they never spoke to me again

17:16 [Reflection] That hurt

User A_7_X has logged in.

User A_7_X has entered this room.

17:16 [welshjuggy] when will they get decent

internet in ozz

17:16 [dchick] wb reflection

17:16 Ty tripping her

17:16 [Charley] Enough of the bad language. ..im in

a banning mood
17:16 [Reflection] Imao ty dchick

17:16 Ty picks her up

17:16 [dchick] pmsl token

17:16 A_7_X comes out to play

17:16 [samantha] cookie... I miss talking to you. I

see you have lots of friends! Busy, busy....!

17:17 Reflection reads her bible

17:17 [susan] hi A_7_x

17:17 dchick so am i

17:17 Ty slaps A_7_X on the back

17:17 [token] it started as a slap fight dchicks

17:17 [Reflection] haahaa

17:17 GY1980 sits and stays quiet

17:17 A_7_X almost falls but catches balance

17:17 gothic chic makes Charley some coffee

17:17 Ty then shoves him violently

17:17 [dchick] always starts somewhere token

17:17 A_7_X looks for the swastica but cant find

him

17:17 A_7_X falls face first into the groud

17:17 [Charley] he got the boot

UserTy has been banned.

17:17 A_7_X gets beat around from people but

cant get up

17:17 [dchick] anyone else who wants go

17:17 [Reflection] What is this an internet fantasy

role play room, geez

17:18 [dchick] that shut u all up

17:18 [Charley] tis full moon somewhere reflection

17:18 gothic chic asks Charley how does he like

hiz coffee

17:18 [hexel] hmmmmm
17:18 A_7_X goes to Charley and punches his

cranium

17:18 [GY1980] Imao dchick.... love it when your



on top form

17:18 [Reflection] lol Charley, I think that moon
must be following me around these days

UserA_7_X has been banned.

17:18 [water] gtg peeps tc all

17:18 [alan] come kneel beside me and we will

read the bible together reflection ??

17:18 [token] hahahaahahaha

17:18 [dchick] anyone else

User water has logged out.

17:18 [gothic chic] bye water

17:18 [cookie] yes and i have friends talking to

me here to samantha

17:18 [muggle] take care water

17:19 [Charley] ty dchick. .your report mam
17:19 Reflection kneels beside alan and reads

him a passage

17:19 [alan] giday cookie

17:19 [cookie] how was your day alan

17:19 [dchick] thats ok Charley i don't mind gotta

do one anyway lol

17:19 [dchick] brb all

17:19 [alan] what passage reflection do unto

others or slap the other cheek ??

17:19 [cookie] how was your day alan

17:19 [GY1980]kk dchick

17:19 [hexel] lol dchick

17:19 [samantha] Cookie... I think that's true

richness. To be always surrounded by friends.

17:19 muggle offers gothic chic tea and cake.

17:20 [alan] i seem to get elected on to a

committee cookie lol

17:20 gothic chic takes them from muggle ty

17:20 [Reflection] Noooooo alan I was gonna

read about the parting of the red sea

17:20 [welshjuggy] that was a bit of fun!!

17:20 [hexel] samantha may i ask ur asl pis if u

dun mind i'm asking?

17:20 [alan] not with my beer reflection lol can

part my hair if I had any lol

17:20 [AHappy Chap] That was weird.

17:20 [susan] am i boring

17:20 [A Happy Chap] But funny

17:20 [gothic chic] g2g
17:20 [token] im off home b4 it gets dark

User gothic chic has logged out.

Wasn't gothic chic great, going hard at us. And
susan is obviously boring.

We suggest that you take all that as an example

of how not to do it, but we think you get the gist.

See how much fun it can be?

And we laughed at the apparently random entry

of someone calling themselves

Jesus_ls_Satan's_Brother, and then

Fukk_You_Kunt.

See what you are missing.

So now is the time for text moshing

.

Send us details of your experiences, to

sordid@hotmail.co.uk

We'd really like to hear about them.

Further to that, we want to see this grow into an

internet wide phenomena. If you start, or find any

specific text moshing chat rooms, especially if

they have text mosh bets, and text mosh bouncer

bots, and some kind of text mosh music command
system (and we aren't expecting actual songs to

play, just that it is annouced in the room that such-

and-such song by such-and-such band starts

playing - say, "Torment Storm by Aura Noir starts to

play." and all the text moshers can shout things like

"Fuck Yeah, this song kills!"), because we really

want to know about stuff like that.

And until such places exist, you have absolutely no

choice but to text mosh where ever you can.

In our last bout of text moshing shown in this

article,some wag, muggle (obviously a loser with

a nick like that), tried to throw us by "changing"

the music to Britney Spears. Always remember,

this is text moshing, and stuff like that doesn't

matter. You can text mosh to anything. Never be

put off until you are finished-

Next time, having fun with role players.

all those people packed in there?


